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° In a full space with a symmetric fault, the level of absolute 
stress and frictional  coefficient has no effect on earthquake dy-
namics; it is the drop in stress that matters.

° However, some studies show that the absolute friction and 
stress level could affect the dynamic rupture behavior for a 
shallow-buried or surface-rupturing thrust fault model, where 
there is a feedback between normal and shear stresses (e.g., 
Rudnicki and Wu, 1995; Scala et al., 2019).

° We use 2D dynamic rupture models to explore the role of abso-
lute friction and stress level for buried and surface-rupturing 
thrust faults.

° When the thrust fault is buried deeply, the absolute friction and 
stress level have no influence on the rupture propagation and 
final slip, assuming the same stress drop and relative fault 
strength S.

° When the thrust fault ruptures more closely to the free surface, 
the high friction and normal stress model has a larger slip than 
the otherwise equivalent model with low normal stress and fric-
tion, even if there is no surface rupture.

° When the frictional coefficients are high, there is more feedback 
between normal and shear stress (Nielsen et al., 1998; Oglesby 
et al., 1998, Scala et al., 2019), which means that even under 
high ambient normal stress conditions, there can be significant 
effects of geometrically-induced normal stress changes.

° The results could have implications for dip-slip faults as well as 
faults with complex geometry and material properties, for which 
broken symmetry leads to perturbations in normal stress.

Overview

Conclusions

Results

Our goal is to construct 2D Finite Element dynamic rupture models (Barall, 
2009) at different levels of initial stress and frictional coefficient, but otherwise 
identical. We hold the relative fault strength and the static stress drop (as 
estimated prior to the earthquake) constant between the models:
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For faults that intersect the surface, high friction and stress 
produce higher fault slip even with the same estimated stress 
drop and S.

This effect is related to a difference in stress drop, which is higher for models with higher friction and stress

The friction level is key: Higher friction means a larger feedback between the normal stress perturbations and the 
shear stress perturbations (surface rupturing example)

Buried faults display similar behavior, but the effect gradual-
ly disappears with depth of burial.
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Shear Stress versus Slip, Surface Rupturing Faults
High Friction+Stress 0km
Low Friction+Stress 0km

° For deeply buried faults, the absolute level of stress and friction do not change the dy-
namics; the stress drop and relative fault strength are what matter.

° For surface-rupturing and shallow-buried thrust faults (and likely normal faults too), the 
absolute level of friction and stress can have a strong effect on the rupture and slip 
process, consistent with and extending the work of Scala et al. (2019).

° Free surface amplification of thrust fault motion is stronger for shallow and sur-
face-rupturing faults, and also for higher friction/higher stress models.

° Note that having a normal stress change that is small compared to the ambient normal 
stress does not necessarily mean that it is unimportant; if the friction is high, then the 
feedback to shear stress, and the dynamic implications, can be significant.

° The results may have implications for other systems where fault slip leads to normal 
stress perturbations, such as complex fault geometry and bimaterial interfaces.

Assume linear 
slip-weakening 
friction
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Final Slip, Surface Rupturing Faults
High Friction+Stress 0km
Low Friction+Stress 0km

(Stars indicate points on fault at which 
stress-slip trajectories are plotted below)

High Friction+High 
Stress case has 
higher slip
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Static Shear Stress Drop, Surface Rupturing Faults

High Friction+Stress 0km
Low Friction+Stress 0km

High Friction+High 
Stress case has higher 
static stress drop
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Final Slip, Buried Faults

High Friction+Stress 9km
Low Friction+Stress 9km
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No difference between faults 
buried 120 km (2 curves com-
pletely overlay each other)

High Friction+High 
Stress case has 
higher slip for faults 
buried 9 km
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Static Shear Stress Drop, Buried Faults

High Friction+Stress 9km
Low Friction+Stress 9km
High Friction+Stress 120km
Low Friction+Stress 120km

High Friction+High Stress 
case has higher static 
stress drop for faults 
buried only 9 km

No difference between faults 
buried 120 km (2 curves com-
pletely overlay each other)
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Shear Stress Perturbation versus Slip, Surface Rupturing Faults
High Friction+Stress 0km
Low Friction+Stress 0km

High Friction+High Stress case 
has much higher shear stress per-
turbation

The final result: with a higher coefficient of friction, the high fric-
tion/high stress model experiences more dynamic effects from 
the free surface than the low friction/low stress model
(if thrust fault intersects surface or is relatively shallow buried)
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Normal Stress Perturbation versus Slip, Surface Rupturing Faults
High Friction+Stress 0km
Low Friction+Stress 0km

(breakout phases 
from free surface)

High Friction+High Stress case 
has somewhat higher normal 
stress perturbation due to free sur-
face boundary condition

(Stress-slip trajectory plots are for points 
at starred location in figure above)

Multiply by μ to 
obtain the shear 
stress perturbations.


